
FIND A THESIS IN A ESSAY

Sometimes it requires that you read the entire essay, find the thesis statement and then read the essay again. The
second time you read, you.

A few suggestions below show how specific word choice sharpens and clarifies your meaning. If you were
writing a review, the second one might be the better option. The rest of the paper, the body of the essay,
gathers and organizes evidence that will persuade the reader of the logic of your interpretation. Why is this
thesis weak? However, it is too easy to imagine possible counterarguments. Keep in mind that this is one of
many possible interpretations of the Civil Warâ€”it is not the one and only right answer to the question. But
the question did not ask you to summarize; it asked you to analyze. Refer back to it and ask have you
wandered off topic? A good, standard place for your thesis statement is at the end of an introductory
paragraph, especially in shorter page essays. Both qualify as a thesis statement. Once you have a working
thesis, write it down. Good: The internet serves as a means of expediently connecting people across the globe,
fostering new friendships and an exchange of ideas that wouldn't have occurred prior to its inception. Further
examine the heart of your topic and focus on very specific areas of European travel that you can realistically
cover and support with solid evidence. Now, push your comparison toward an interpretationâ€”why did one
side think slavery was right and the other side think it was wrong? Examples Suppose you are taking a course
on 19th-century America, and the instructor hands out the following essay assignment: Compare and contrast
the reasons why the North and South fought the Civil War. The reader would react to this statement by
thinking, "Perhaps what the author says is true, but I am not convinced. Steps in Constructing a Thesis First,
analyze your primary sources. Or, you might already have some idea about what point you want to make about
it. Take notes along the way about what you think the essay is trying to say about a particular subject, issue or
event. There is nothing as frustrating as hitting on a great idea for a thesis, then forgetting it when you lose
concentration. When reviewing your first draft and its working thesis, ask yourself the following: Do I answer
the question? First, the question asks you to pick an aspect of the novel that you think is important to its
structure or meaningâ€”for example, the role of storytelling, the contrasting scenes between the shore and the
river, or the relationships between adults and children. The closest we can get in these cases is a working
thesis, which is a best guess at what the thesis is likely to be based on the information we are working with at
this time. You are asked to convince your reader of your point of view. Your thesis statement is no exception
to your writing: it needs to be as clear as possible. Finding the thesis is important because it strengthens
reading comprehension and retention. Now, you have a compass for your entire paper, keeping you safely on
course. Does the author contradict himself or herself? Good: Given the grueling surgery and lifelong changes
they endure, kidney donors should be financially compensated for their act of self-sacrifice. Superlatives like
"the best" almost always lead to trouble. How do I know if my thesis is strong? This is also why a
well-planned outline is essential. Couldn't that be "the best thing"? For example, if you said the purpose of the
essay was that coffee hydrates the body, the author could say directly that coffee hydrates the body or that he
intends to prove that coffee hydrates the body. However, a solid thesis statement will help keep you in check.
This weak thesis restates the question without providing any additional information. Think of it as a loving
mother steering her children away from danger. Everyone knows that politics, economics, and culture are
important. Is your thesis statement original? You will lose credibility as a writer if you become only a
mouthpiece or a copyist; you will gain credibility by grabbing the reader with your own ideas and words. It
tells the reader what the essay is about and what to expect as he reads through the essay. You write: While
both sides fought the Civil War over the issue of slavery, the North fought for moral reasons while the South
fought to preserve its own institutions. Revised theses: Because modern cinematic techniques have allowed
filmmakers to get more graphic, horror flicks have desensitized young American viewers to violence. In this
way you will tell your reader why your take on the issue matters.


